PREVIEWS
Life and Shadow: Robert Buelteman
Gerald Peters Gallery
1005 Paseo de Peralta, Santa Fe. 954-5700
Friday, June 26 through Saturday, July 25, 2015
Reception: Friday, June 26 from 5 to 7 pm.
California

photographer

Robert

Buelteman’s

images

are

energetic

photograms—made without a camera by placing living plants on sheets of metal
encased in Plexiglas and applying high-voltage electricity and fiber-optic light to
capture the image. Photograms employ the essential nature of photography:
light-sensitive film’s ability to capture an image when exposed, regardless of
the nature of the exposure, to natural light directed through the aperture of
a camera, or, in Buelteman’s work, via his high-voltage electricity/fiber optic
technique. This high-tech adaptation of a historical, low-tech process allows
the artist to work improvisationally, making over a hundred exposures to get
the desired image. The light creates an image that cannot be pre-visioned.
The photos reveal the delicacy of the flora in nuanced shades enveloped in light
with bursts of blue punctuating the image, the results of gasses the shocked
plants emit while being ionized in the process. Buelteman uses a scalpel to
prep his plant subjects by carving away at them to attain a sheer specimen.
He works in the dark as he passes an electric current from a car battery through
the metal and plants, and catches the electrons by painting with a fiber-optic
cable allowing him to transfer the glowing strands of light onto his film.
The series on view will present a range of Buelteman’s work over the past
fifteen years as he traveled to various locations and experimented with his
technique. Why involve oneself with such a time-consuming effort in the
digital age? Buelteman notes, “With these works I seek to make life itself
present, revealing its glory and probing its mystery.”
Robert Buelteman, Field Flowers, chromogenic development print, 20” x 25”, 20

Love, Death, and Revenge: Opera Inspired Sculpture by Beckie Kravetz
Tansey Contemporary Sculpture Center
619 Canyon Road, Santa Fe.
Friday, July 3 to Monday, August 31, 2015
Reception: Friday, July 3 from 5 to 7 pm.
It’s opera season in Santa Fe and, as the title of this exhibition suggests, it’s
time to explore the grand emotions of love, death, and revenge at the center
of the drama. Sculptor Beckie Kravetz draws from her training and tenure
as a maskmaker early on at The Santa Fe Opera and for two decades as the
resident maskmaker, principal makeup artist, and assistant wig master for the
Los Angeles Opera. Masks have an outer face, the facade that the audience
sees, as well as an inner side that metaphorically reflects the transformation
the mask provides the character. Kravetz incorporates this concept in her
masks and sculptural busts, painting and using collage on the interior surface to
create tableaus that reveal aspects of importance to the portrayed character.
Now working full time as a sculptor, her exhibition includes bronze, ceramic,
and mixed-media masks and full-figure bas reliefs of some of the most revered
characters in the operatic repertoire. Kravetz visually integrates story elements
with her depictions of Carmen, Violetta, Siegmund, and Sieglinde, and other
immortal operatic heroes and heroines. The artist considers these works
“sculpted arias,” and she breathes life into them, reflecting her personal
responses to the music and role of her characters. Beckie Kravetz accompanies
her work to Santa Fe after showing at galleries and opera houses throughout
the country from Seattle to the Metropolitan Opera in New York.
Beckie Kravetz, Siegmund and Sieglinde, bronze, copper, 24-karat gold leaf, ash wood, 22” x 23” x 11”, 2015
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